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working on my treehouse,” in a high-pitched, squealing sort of voice. Then I got to
thinking about it and backed way off on the accelerator. “Hey,” I said calmly. “I’ve
got four guys at home working on my treehouse.”

Once that first board went on, things really started to move. Brad and John worked
off the first floor porch, Ted worked on the long boards in the front of the building,
and Frank cut the boards to length on the ground with a chop-saw and passed them up
on a rope. The cordless drills were humming and I could hear screws burrowing into
pine every few seconds as the boys clothed my treehouse. Near the end of the day, we
needed to mark the cut-off point for a long piece of siding that stretched up verti-
cally between the first and second floors. Frank held the board in place while Ted
marked the bottom sixteen feet below. The rest of us stood and watched. “See why I
need you fellas,” I said. “If I were all by myself and there were only one of me this
would be a real pain in the butt.” Brad put his hand on my shoulder, “You’re going to
be okay,” he said, reassuringly.

Over the course of the next couple of weeks I spent every spare moment cut-
ting pine siding, whacking it into place with a rubber mallet, and screwing it on. Each
day there was less and less open space between the studs. Each plank covered several
square feet so things changed quickly and soon the birds had to start flying through
the windows instead of through the walls.

Day 808, May 2, 2004
This morning I put up the very last piece of siding. It was a short piece, about

three feet long, that I needed to screw in below the sill of one of the windows that
overlooks the tree trunk. Since it was the last piece, there was no big opening in the wall
next to it to work through There was just a small slot barely wide enough for the
cordless drill to pass through. I thought it over for a couple of minutes and then
hatched a cunning acrobatic plan. I positioned the drill carefully next to the slot, put a
handful of two-inch screws in my mouth, grabbed the piece of siding, and heaved
myself over the sill of the window. I slyly hooked my belt buckle on the inside edge of
the sill and it acted as an anchor and pivot point as I tipped myself forward through the
opening.

Now things got complicated. Nearly upended, with my legs waving above me
inside the building and the rest of me hanging outside, and staring straight down 23
feet to the stone wall, I attempted to do four things with two hands. I braced myself
in position with my left hand against a branch (this kept me from nose-diving onto the
rocks), placed the piece of siding in position with my right hand, and then, using my
right elbow to keep the board in place, I reached through the slot and grabbed the
drill. Blood had been rushing to my head for a while by now and my eyes were

This painting should be titled Portrait of a Moron. Building a house in the air is risky business to start with,
but when Ted wasn’t around to hold up his hand and say, “Hey, let’s think about this first,” I often convinced
myself to do things that were obviously idiotic. I doubt I will ever try this particular move again.
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beginning to bug out—panic hadn’t arrived yet but it was knocking at the door.
“Okay, smart boy,” I thought to myself, “How are you going to get a screw onto the
drill?” Stars began to twitter in the air in front of me. Using my tongue, I wiggled a
screw into place between my lips. I brought the drill up (still holding the board in place
with my elbow), attempted to fit the drill bit into the screw, accidentally pulled the
trigger, burned my lips with the spinning drill bit, spit out the screw and dropped the
board.

At that precise moment, my belt buckle popped off the sill. I screamed, the rest
of the screws fell out of my mouth, and I dropped the drill. As I slid out the opening
and down toward certain death, I instinctively splayed my legs and they caught on the
sides of the window opening. When I stopped, my eyes—now completely bugged
out—were just inches above the stump of a big fat bolt.

Day 814, May 8, 2004
The notes in my journal for today are cryptic and downplay the drama: “Long

day building cedar roof. One-half scrap pine. Shingles. Caulking. I busted a tendon.
Funky warm light.” The key element in this disjointed list is right there in the middle:
“I busted a tendon.” As it turned out (although there were several minor narrow
escapes, such as the scary window scene earlier), this was to be the only significant
injury during the entire building project—and it was dumb. I had been caulking some
roofing and my hands were covered with partially dried goo. I was vigorously rubbing
my palms together, rolling the goo off in viscous little balls, when the pad on the tip
of my right ring finger skidded to a sticky stop against the opposing palm. My right
hand continued forward, the last digit of my ring finger bent forward violently, and I
heard a muffled snap, like a twig breaking under a pillow. There was no pain, only
bewilderment—the end of my finger no longer belonged to me. I waved my hand
back and forth in front of my face and the little appendage just wagged like the
tongue of a stupid dog. I blew on the finger and the little dangling end just fluttered.

The next day I told the story to Ted, “They should make caulking guns with
trigger guards,” he said dryly. I showed the finger to my other business partner Frank,
who is a physician. “Yup, an avulsion of the extensor tendon,” he said clinically. “That
will have to be immobilized for a month. It might heal; you might need surgery. How
did you do this anyway?” he asked. “I’d rather not say,” I mumbled. (Four weeks later,
I took the brace off and the finger works just fine.)

Day 818, May 12, 2004
Ted came over today and we installed the curved railing that follows the spiral on

the stairs leading up to the treehouse from near the ground. Ted—who keeps an
inventory of every oddly shaped branch, interesting stump, or weird rock in the
hundreds of acres of forest behind our office—had spotted a small maple tree that
had been terribly bent in an ice storm. He peeled the tree with a spoke shave (that he
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